
With so many GRC platforms to select from, it can be 
challenging to choose the right solution for your governance, 
risk, and compliance requirements.

Here are 10 reasons to choose the Camms platform for GRC…

Camms is more than a GRC Platform…

10 Reasons Why 
Camms is the Ultimate 
Choice for Managing GRC

The Camms platform will become the 
most valuable asset your organisation has!
Once embedded it will:

Highly Secure 2
The Camms platform has achieved SOC Type 1 & 2, ISO 27001, 
and Cyber Essentials certification and we have implemented 
many new security enhancements to ensure client data is 
protected to the highest standards.

Built on the Latest Technology

Demonstrating our commitment to innovation, the Camms 
platform has recently been rebuilt on the latest technology to 
ensure the solution is stable and fit for the future. These upgrades 
have made the platform faster and more responsive than ever 
before – resulting in sub-second load times. Our agile approach 
and extensive road map means we never stop enhancing the 
platform and regular quarterly updates are used to release all of 
the latest functionality to users.
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Clients love the modern, easy to use, intuitive user interface. 
Popup windows make it easy to add or edit risks, risk categories, 
risk types, risk ratings, risk treatments, actions, and rating 
calculations. Folder structures are collapsible giving more room 
on screen. Most fields have a search option at the top and some 
fields even suggest text as you start to key in values – ensuring 
fast data entry and consistency. Filter icons enable users to enter 
specific values to sort lists by.

Modern Intuitive User Interface3

Flexible Risk Register 4
The digital risk register is populated by online forms that feed directly 
into the platform. Users can create an unlimited number of risk types 
and risk registers and easily filter based on these categories to get a 
deeper understanding of different risk areas and types. Templates are 
available to create new ‘risk registers’ or ‘risk types’ and these can be 
further customised. Risk types can be classified into clusters to 
understand risk in specific areas. Risk types are displayed in a 
folder structure for ease of navigation. 

Every user has their own ‘My Quick update’ page where they get 
an instant count of their risks, actions, tasks, and responsibilities - 
this will highlight their most urgent tasks and activities. These 
pages update instantly when tasks are assigned, or filters are 
added.

Easy to Prioritise Tasks & Actions 5

Multiple Languages 6
The platform is available in multiple languages, meaning global staff 
can enter details in their native language across different sites and 
regions. 

The platform enables organisations to set up complex 
permissions hierarchies based on roles and responsibilities. This 
means staff only see information that is relevant to them, 
simplifying data entry and task prioritisation. The tool can link to 
your active directory ensuring only active staff are assigned 
responsibilities. This helps to safeguard and protect data and 
ensures management have the oversight they need. Every piece 
of activity can be traced back to the relevant user, ensuring 
accountability.

Flexible Permissions Hierarchy7

Best-Practice Risk Assessments 8
Automated workflows can be set up to roll out risk assessments 
at regular intervals. These can be completed by staff using 
online templated forms that feed data directly into the platform. 
Staff can easily complete risk assessments and checks online 
and upload evidence and photos. The user-friendly risk 
assessment area enables users to rename ‘assessment tabs’ 
and change the order.

The platform offers a variety of interactive dashboards enabling 
users to get a quick overview of their risk profile. The solution 
offers a wealth of reporting capabilities including static SSRS 
reports and executive dashboarding for external stakeholders. 
Interactive reports in Power BI and Tableau are also available. All 
reports can be easily customised to fit any specific reporting 
requirements. The risk register report and risk heatmap reports 
have the functionality to categorise confidential risks and log 
initial causes and consequences - and they calculate an 
aggregated risk rating. Risk appetite ratings, KPI’s and incident & 
action records can be viewed from the heatmap report.

Dashboards & Reporting9

Mobile App 10
Our recently upgraded mobile app allows staff to add risks, perform risk 
assessments, and action tasks anytime, anywhere. Users can add new 
tasks, projects and action items o�line, and enhanced push 
notifications will notify users of urgent events in real time. 

Our GRC capabilities are available as part of a wider platform, offering a whole 
host of functionality that can be used across multiple teams and business 
functions - enabling organisations to integrate teams like never before - 
producing valuable business intelligence for leadership teams & enhancing 
information sharing.

You can manage the following business processes in the Camms platform:
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Dangerous Goods/Hazardous 
Chemicals Register

Health, Safety & Wellbeing

Questionnaires & Surveys

Issues SCI’s & Deficiencies

Anonymous Reporting & 
Whistle-blowing

Control Testing Vendor Management

Gifts & Gratuities

Feedback & Complaints Inspections, Audits & Checklists

Contractor Management & Inductions

Conflicts of Interest & Disclosures

Risk Management Compliance

Policy Management Strategy Planning

Project Management Regulatory Change

Employee Performance & Appraisals ESG

Audit Management Business Process Log

Asset Management Threat & Vulnerability Testing

Accidents & Incidents Cyber Incidents

Emerging Risk Opportunity Management

Produce in depth 
business intelligence 
to support decision 
making.

Help your business 
to work collectively 
towards its strategic 
goals and objectives.

Want to know more?
To see the Camms platform in action and find out 

how it could benefit your organisation request a demo.

Request Demo

Industry Recognised

Formalise & automate 
manual processes and 
eliminate spreadsheets.

Ensure accountability 
and ownership of 
processes and actions.

Our platform is recognised by leading analyst firms & 
customer review sites including, Forrester, Gartner, 

Chartis, and G2. We were rated as a strong performer 
in the latest Forrester Wave for GRC platform - putting 

us amongst the top 10 GRC providers globally.


